Wireless Intercom
INTRODUCTION:
This completely new wireless intercom system works off your home or business existing
electrical wiring. Simply pIug the intercom into any electrical outlet and enjoy wireless
communication Throughout your home or your business To enjoy wireless
communication in different rooms, simply unplug the intercom and re-connect it in the
other room It’s as simple as plugging in a light'

CHARACTERISTICS:
This wireless communication uses your business or home’s own electrical wiring. It
does not require radio waves or any other "traditional" method of wireless technology.
Since the intercom uses wires rather than radio waves, you are no longer limited by
Distance or “thick wall” These units should be able to work or totally opposite ends of
your home or your office

LIMITATIONS:
1

In some large offices, three phase transformers are used in the electrical system. In
such cases wireless communication between different phases may not be possible If
you encounter this problem, try alternate electrical outlets.

2. The intercoms work on pre-set stations. In order to speak and listen between
stations, you must make sure that each station is set to the same station number.
Check the "CHANNEL SELECTOR" switch.
3. The intercoms do not work like telephones, and only one person can speak at a
time.

OPERATION:
1 . Plug each intercom station into separate electrical outlets
2~ Slide the "POWER/VOLUME" switch to the right. When the intercom has power, a
red light will appear on the top of the intercom.
3. The volume can be adjusted by sliding the “POWER/VOLUME switch.
4. Adjust the "CHANNEL SELECTOR" switch so that each of the intercoms are set to
the same channel.
5. In order to listen and speak with more than two stations you adjust the “CHANNEL
SELECTOR" switch to match the station of that unit with which you want to
communicate. In other words, If you have three intercoms in a home or office. they
can all communicate with each other by adjusting the “CHANNEL SELECTOR"
switch to match the number of station with which you desire communicate.

For example: you could set the intercom in the kitchen to Channel 1, an intercom
you installed in the family room to Channel 2 and an intercom you installed in a
bedroom to Channel 3. Then using the intercom installed in the kitchen, you can
communicate with the intercom in the family room by setting the "CHANNEL
SELECTOR" to 2, or communicate with the intercom in the bedroom by
setting the "CHANNEL SELECTOR" to 3.
If you set all intercoms to Channel 1, you can communicate with all other
intercoms from any intercom.
6. The intercoms are built with "CALL" functions to alert someone that you want to
speak with them. Simply press the "CALL" button to sound a noise in the other
intercom, Then, press and hold the "TALK" button and begin speaking into the
intercom in a normal voice. While you are speaking, a green "IN USE" light will
notify you that the intercom is transmitting, During transmission, the other party will
not be able to respond. After you finish speaking, the other person can speak back to
you by using their own "TALK" button on their intercom.
7. To use the HANDS-FREE function, simply depress the switch marked "HANDS
FREE". When the unit is in the HANDS-FREE mode it is voice-activated, and you do
not have to depress the "TALK" button to speak. Simply begin speaking, and your
voice will be transmitted. To stop the HANDS-FREE function, simply depress the
"HANDS-FREE' button once more.
8. You can set any station so it continuously transmits sounds in the area where it is
located to another station. For example: you could set the station in a baby's
bedroom to pick up any sounds in that bedroom, then use the station in the kitchen
to monitor the sounds Use the HANDS-FREE function on both stations and make
sure they are set to the same channel. When you finish monitoring, simply depress
the "HANDS-FREE" button once more.
Power Cord

1.

READ INSTRUCTIONS: All the safety and operating instructions should be read before the appliance is operated.

2.

RETAIN INSTRUCTIONS: The safety and operating instructions should be retained for future reference.

3.

HEED WARNINGS: All warnings on the appliance and in the operating instructions should be adhered to.

4.

FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS: All operating and use instructions should be followed.

5.

WATER AND MOISTURE: The appliance should not be used near water - for example, near a bathtub, washbowl, kitchen sink, laundry tub, in wet basement, or near swimming pool, etc.

6. VENTILATION: The appliance should be situated so that its location or position does not interfere with its proper ventilation. For example, the appliance should not be situated on a bed, sofa, rug or
similar surface that may block the ventilation openings; or placed in a built-in installation, such as a bookcase or cabinet that may impede the flow of air through the ventilation openings.
7

HEAT- The appliance should be situated away from heat sources such as, radiators, heat registers, stoves, or other appliances that produce heat.

8.

POWER SOURCE: The appliance must be connected to a power source of the type described in the operating instructions or as marked on the appliance.

9. POWER CORD PROTECTION: The power-supply cord should be routed so that it is not likely to be walked on or pinched by items placed upon or against it paying particular attention to cord at
plug, convenience receptacle, and the point it exits from the appliance.
CLEANING: The appliance should be cleaned only as recommended by the manufacturer.
11. NONUSE PERIODS: The power cord of the appliance should be unplugged from the outlet when unused for a long period of time.
12. OBJECT AND LIQUID ENTRY: Care should be taken so that objects do not fall and liquids are not spilled into the enclosure through the openings.
13. DAMAGE REQUIRING SERVICE: The appliance should be serviced by qualified service personnel when:
A. The power supply cord or plug has been damaged; or
B. Objects have fallen or liquid has been spilled into the appliance; or C. The appliance has been exposed to rain; or
D. The appliance does not appear to operate normally or exhibits a marked change in the performance; or
E. The appliance has been dropped, or the enclosure damaged.
14. The user should not attempt to service the appliance beyond that described in the operating instructions. ALL OTHER SERVICING SHOULD BE REFERRED TO QUALIFIED SERVICE
PERSONNEL.
15. WALL OR CEILING MOUNTING: The appliance should be mounted to a wall or ceiling only as recommended by the manufacturer.

